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We determine central charges, critical exponents and appropriate gradient flow relations for nonsuper-
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the various local and global conformal data. This information is used to provide the first extensive charac-
terisation of general classes of free and safe quantum field theories of either chiral or vector-like nature via
their conformal data. Using large N f techniques we also provide examples in which the safe fixed point is
nonperturbative but for which conformal perturbation theory can be used to determine the global variation
of the a central charge.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The Standard Model is embodied by a gauge-Yukawa theory and constitutes one of the most
successful theories of nature. It is therefore essential to deepen our understanding of these theories.
An important class of gauge-Yukawa theories is the one that, according to Wilson [1, 2], can be
defined fundamental. This means that the theories belonging to this class are valid at arbitrary
short and long distances. In practice this is ensured by requiring that a conformal field theory
controls the short distance behaviour. Asymptotically free theories are a time-honoured example
[3, 4] in which the ultraviolet is controlled by a not interacting conformal field theory. Another
possibility is that an interacting ultraviolet fixed point emerges, these theories are known as
asymptotically safe. The first proof of existence of asymptotically safe gauge-Yukawa theories
in four dimensions appeared in [5]. The original model has since enjoyed various extensions
by inclusion of semi-simple gauge groups [6] and supersymmetry [7, 8]. These type of theories
constitute now an important alternative to asymptotic freedom. One can now imagine new
extensions of the Standard Model [9–14] and novel ways to achieve radiative symmetry breaking
[9, 10]. In fact even QCD and QCD-like theories at large number of flavours can be argued to
become safe [15, 16] leading to a novel testable safe revolution of the original QCD conformal
window [17, 18].
The purpose of this paper is, at first, to determine the conformal data for generic gauge-Yukawa
theories within perturbation theory. We shall use the acquired information to relate various
interesting quantities characterising the given conformal field theory. We will then specialise our
findings to determine the conformal data of several fundamental gauge-Yukawa theories at IR
and UV interacting fixed points.
The work is organised as follows: In Section II we setup the notation, introduce the most general
gauge-Yukawa theory and briefly summarise the needed building blocks to then in Sections III
and IV determine the explicit expressions in perturbation theory respectively for the local and
global conformal data. We then specialise the results to the case of a gauge theory with a single
Yukawa coupling in Section V because several models are of this type and because it helps to
elucidate some of the salient points of our results. The relevant templates of asymptotically free
and safe field theories are investigated in Section VI. We offer our conclusions in Section VII. In
the appendix we provide further technical details and setup notation for the perturbative version
of the a-theorem and conformal perturbation theory.
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II. GAUGE-YUKAWA THEORIES
The classes of theories we are interested in can be described by the following Lagrangian
template:
L = − 1
4g2a
Fµν,aF
µν
a + i Ψ
†
i σ¯
µDµΨi +
1
2
DµφADµφA −
(
yAij ΨiΨ jφA + h.c.
)
− 1
4!
λABCD φAφBφCφD , (1)
where we dropped the gauge indices for Fµν,a, the Weyl fermions Ψi the real scalar φA and the
Yukawa and scalar coupling matrices. Differently from the notation in [19] [20], we make explicit
the ”flavour” indices, as we have in mind application to models containing fields in different
gauge group representation. The index a runs over the distinct gauge interactions constituting the
semi-simple gauge group G = ⊗aGa. The fermions and the scalar transform according to given
representations Raψi and RaφA of the underlying simple gauge groups. The Yukawa and scalar
coupling structures are such to respect gauge invariance.
In certain cases it is convenient to separate the gauge-flavour structure of the Yukawa coupling
from the coupling itself:
yAij ≡
∑
I
yITIAij , (2)
where TIAij is a coupling-free matrix and the indices I, j run on all remaining indices. If flavour
symmetries are present, the T matrix will be such to preserve the symmetries. In this notation
the individual beta functions to the two-loop order for the gauge coupling and one-loop for the
Yukawas read
βag = −
g3a
(4pi)2
ba0 + (b1)ab(4pi)2 g2b + (by)
a
IJ
(4pi)2
yI yJ
 , (3)
βIy =
1
(4pi)2
[
(c1)IJKLy
J yKyL + (c2)bIJ g
2
b y
J
]
, (4)
where repeated indices (except a in (3)) are summed over. The above beta functions are general
with the coefficients depending on the specific underlying gauge-Yukawa theory. Furthermore,
(c1)IJKL is totally symmetric in the last three (lower) indices as well as (by)
a
IJ in the Yukawa ones. To
this order the scalar couplings do not run yet [21]. Therefore to the present order, that we will refer
as the 2-1-0, the d = 4 Zamolodchikov two-index symmetric metric χ (c.f.(A4)) over the couplings
is fully diagonal and reads
χ =

χga ga
g2a
(1 + Aa(4pi)2 g
2
a) 0
0 χyI yI
 , (5)
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where χgg, χyI yI and the Aa quantities are coupling-independent constants. Following Ref [22] in
order to prove that the χyI yJ part of the metric is diagonal we consider the corresponding operators
OI = Ψ1Ψ2φA + (h.c) , and OJ = Ψ3Ψ4φB + (h.c) and build the lowest order two-point function
〈OIOJ〉LO ∼ δAB(δ13δ24 + δ23δ14) , (6)
which vanishes unless OI = OJ (I.e. when all the indices coincide). Off-diagonal terms will appear
at higher orders. Technically the 〈OIOJ〉 leading perturbative contribution is a two-loop diagram
justifying in (5) the inclusion of the two-loop gauge A-term. Explicitly, in our notation
χga ga =
1
(4pi)2
d(Ga)
2
, χyI yI =
1
(4pi)4
1
6
∑
A,i, j
Trg
[
(TIA)i j(TIA∗)i j
]
, Aa = 17C(Ga)−103
∑
i
TRaψi
−7
6
∑
i
TRa
φi
.
(7)
The factor of 1(4pi)4 in χyI yI agrees with its two-loop nature.
The Weyl consistency conditions, shown to be relevant also for Standard Model computations
in [20] and further tested and discussed in [19, 23–27], are briefly reviewed in Appendix A (c.f.
(A7) and (A8) in particular) for the present system and yield the following scheme-independent
relations among the gauge and Yukawa coefficients in the beta functions:
1
(4pi)2
χga ga(by)
a
IJ = −χyI yI (c2)aIJ
χyI yI (c1)
I
JLK = χyJ yJ (c1)
J
IKL
(c2)aIJ χyI yI = (c2)
aJ
I χyJ yJ
(b1)ab χga ga = (b1)
ba χgb gb .
(8)
These relations can be used to check or predict the 2-loop contribution to the gauge beta functions
coming from the Yukawa interactions once the metric (7) is known.
III. LOCAL QUANTITIES AT FIXED POINTS
Assume that the theory described in 1 admits an interacting fixed point. This phase of the theory
is described by a CFT characterized by a well defined set of quantities. We loosely refer to this
set as the conformal data of the CFT and it includes the critical exponents as well as the quantities
a, c, a/c. We refer the reader to Appendix A for definitions of central charges a and c. Intuitively
such quantities usually serve as a measure of degrees of freedom in the given CFT. In the present
work, these are calculated using perturbation theory, so we rely on the assumption that the fixed
point is not strongly coupled. This is usually under control in the Veneziano limit Nc,N f → ∞
6
such that the ratio
N f
Nc is finite. Moreover, such ratio needs to be close to the critical value for which
the theory loses asymptotic freedom (which depends on the particular content of the theory).
I.e we have b0 ∝  for some  being a small positive parameter. This  expansion is useful to
determine the local quantities at the fixed point, and reorganize the perturbation theory series in
the couplings.
A. a˜-function at two loops
When Weyl consistency conditions are satisfied we can integrate the gradient flow equation
(A4) to determine the lowest two orders of a˜ = a˜(0) + a˜
(1)
(4pi)2 +
a˜(2)
(4pi)4 + . . . the result is
a˜(0) =
1
360(4pi)2
(
nφ +
11
2
nψ + 62nv
)
,
a˜(1) = −1
2
∑
a
χga gab
a
0g
2
a ,
a˜(2) = −1
4
∑
a
χga ga g
2
a

Aaba0g2a + ∑
b
(b1)abg2b
 + ∑
IJ
(by)aIJ y
I yJ
 + 4pi2 ∑
I
χyI yIβ
I
y .
(9)
At fixed points (g∗, y∗I) this quantity becomes scheme-independent and physical and reduces to
the so called a-function (see (A3)) . This quantity partially characterizes the associated conformal
field theory. The interacting fixed point requires
(c2)aIJ(g
∗
a)
2y∗J = −(c1)IJKLy∗J y∗Ky∗L
(by)aIJ y
∗I y∗J = −(b1)ab(g∗b)2 − (4pi)2ba0
(10)
stemming from βag(g∗a, y∗I) = β
I
y(g∗a, y∗I) = 0 with the explicit expressions given in (3),(4). We then
have the general expression
a∗ = a˜∗ = afree − 14
1
(4pi)2
∑
a
ba0χga ga g
∗2
a
(
1 +
Ag∗2a
(4pi)2
)
+ O(g∗6a , y∗6I ). (11)
The Yukawa couplings don’t appear explicitly in the above expression to this order. In the
Veneziano limit the lowest order of a behaves as a(1) ∼ 2 since ba0 ∼ g∗2 ∼ . The a quantity has to
satisfy the bound a > 0 for any CFT. Due to the fact that in perturbation theory the dominant term
is the free one, positivity is ensured in large N limit such that  is arbitrary small. If the bound
happens to be violated, it has to be interpreted as a failure of perturbation theory to that given
order.
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B. c-function at two loops
Adapting the two loop results given in [28, 29] to the generic theories envisioned here one
derives for c = c
(0)
(4pi)2 +
c(1)
(4pi)4 + . . . the coefficients
c(0) = (4pi)2cfree =
1
20
(2nv + nψ +
1
6
nφ) , (12)
c(1) = 24
−29 ∑a g2ad(Ga)
C(Ga) − 716 ∑
i
TRaψi
− 1
4
∑
A
TRa
φA
 − 124 ∑
I
(yI)2Tr[TITI∗]
 ,
where TRaψi
, TRa
φA
are the trace normalization for fermions and scalars while C(Ga) is the Casimir of
the adjoint representation. When this quantity is evaluated at the fixed point, it behaves as c(1) ∼ .
This order mismatch with a was expected as c does not satisfy a gradient flow equation in d = 4.
Like the a quantity, also c is required to satisfy c > 0 at a fixed point. Within perturbation theory
however, the leading order is always positive definite so the violation of the bound is due to failure
of the perturbative approach.
C. a/c and collider bounds
Having at our disposal both a and c one can discuss the quantity ac . It has been shown in [30–33]
that the ratio of the central charges a and c in d = 4 satisfies the following inequality
1
3
≤ a
c
≤ 31
18
, (13)
which is known as collider bound. Due to the fact that a(1) ∼ 2 the next-to-leading order of a/c
takes contribution from c(1). To calculate the next correction we would need to know the O(g4)
terms in c. Notice that because of this order mismatch the ratio ac might become interesting also in
perturbation theory for theories living at the edges of the collider bounds (13). For example free
scalar field theories have ac =
1
3 , this implies that for such theories the  order coefficient has to
satisfy a(0) − c(0) − c(1) > 0.
D. Scaling Exponents
Is it always possible to linearize the RG flow in the proximity of a non-trivial fixed point and
thus exaclty solve the flow equation
βi(gi) ∼ ∂β
i
∂g j
(g j − g j∗) + O((g j − g j∗)2) =⇒ gi(µ) = gi∗ +
∑
k
Aikck
(µ
Λ
)θ(i)
(14)
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where µ is the RG scale, ck a is a coefficient depending on the initial conditions of the couplings,
Aik is the matrix diagonalizing M
i
j =
∂βi
∂g j and θ(i) are the corresponding eigenvalues. These are
called critical exponents and from their signs one determines if the FP is UV/IR-attractive or mixed.
It is worth notice that in the Veneziano limit, Mgg ∼ 2,MIg ∼ O(3), meaning that the mixing is
not present at the lowest order and we will always have a critical exponent, say, θ1 such that
θ1 ∼Mgg + O(3) ∼ 2 + O(3).
IV. GLOBAL PROPERTIES OF RG FLOWS BETWEEN FIXED POINTS
A. weak a-theorem
The weak a-theorem states that, given a RG flow between a CFTIR and CFTUV, the quantity
∆a = aUV−aIR is always positive [34]. This turns out to be a relevant constraint even in perturbation
theory, as the zeroth order leading part cancels out. For example, for an arbitrary semi-simple
gauge theory featuring either complete asymptotic freedom or infrared freedom the ∆a variation
reads
∆a = ±1
4
1
(4pi)2
ba0χggg
∗2
a
1 + Abg∗2b(4pi)2
 + O(g∗6a , y∗6I ) . (15)
The plus (minus) applies when the theory is asymptotically free (infrared free). The case of the
infrared free requires the ultraviolet theory to be asymptotically safe.
More generally, for single gauge coupling in Veneziano limit |b0|  1 we can derive a constraint
from the leading order expression
∆a = −1
4
1
(4pi)2
b0χgg(g∗2UV − g∗2IR) ≥ 0 . (16)
Since χgg > 0, from the above inequality we derive the rather intuitive constraint that the gauge
coupling has to increase (decrease) with the RG flow in asymptotically free(safe) theories.
A less intuitive constraint arises for theories featuring semi-simple gauge groups ⊗i=1,NGi for
which we find
∆a = −1
4
1
(4pi)2
N∑
i=1
ba0χga ga∆g
2
a ≥ 0 , (17)
where ∆g2a = g∗2a UV − g∗2a IR. From the above we obtain∑
i
d(Gi) ba0 ∆g
2
a ≤ 0. (18)
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No other theorem is known to be valid for flows between two CFTs. For example it is known
that ∆c, in general, can be either positive or negative [35]. Let us conclude this subsection with
a comment on the variation of the ac quantity. If one considers theories living at the edge of the
collider bound, then within perturbation theory
∆
(a
c
)
≡ aUV
cUV
− aIR
cIR
= −afree
c2free
∆c + O(2) , (19)
must be positive (negative) for the lower (upper) collider bound. This immediately translates in
a bound for the ∆c sign. Of course, this is not expected to be valid beyond perturbation theory,
while ∆a > 0 was proven to hold even nonperturbatively [34].
B. Weakly relevant flows at strong coupling
It is useful to discuss ∆a in the context of ”conformal perturbation theory”, which allows
one to extend the perturbative analysis to potentially strongly coupled theories. The basic idea
behind conformal perturbation theory is utilizing small deformation of CFT to study how does the
behaviour close to fixed point depend on the its conformal data. We will the assume existence of
an interacting (not necessarily weakly coupled) CFT in the UV and induce an RG flow by adding a
slightly relevant coupling deformation. Utilizing this language we will derive the relation between
∆a of weakly relevant flows and critical exponents.
To set up the nomenclature we will consider a flow close to an arbitrary UV fixed point (denoted
by CFTUV) described by a set of N couplings giUV. We will deform the CFTUV slightly by ∆g
i
with |∆g| ≡ (∆gi)2  1 and assume, that within this regime there exists another fixed point giIR
corresponding to CFTIR. More concretely we will assume the existence of (diagonalized) beta
functions in the vicinity of the fixed point (c.f. (B3))
βi = θ(i)∆gi + cijk∆g
j∆gk + O(∆g3) (20)
where θ(i) correspond to critical exponents in the diagonalized basis of coupling space and cijk are
related to the OPE coefficients of associated nearly-marginal operators. In the following we will
assume the existence of a nearby IR fixed point with ∆g∗ such that βi(∆g∗) = 0 + O(∆g3). A small
∆gi solution exists if θ(i) ∼  1 for generic some small parameter  (not necessarily equal to the
Veneziano parameter) so that ∆g∗ ∼  . 1
1 Note that if cijk is small (like it is the case in weakly coupled gauge theories), we need to expand β
i to higher orders
in orders to find a zero.
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Expanding the a˜- function close to g
UV
we get
a˜IR = a˜UV + ∆gi∂ia˜|g
UV
+
1
2
∆gi∆g j∂i∂ ja˜|g
UV
+
1
6
∆gi∆g j∆gk∂i∂ j∂ka˜|g
UV
+ O(∆g4) . (21)
Next we will use the relation (see (A4))
∂ia˜ ≡ ∂
∂gi
a˜ = β jχi j , (22)
where the metric χi j is positive close to fixed point [22], [36] and we have assumed the one-form
wi is exact close to a fixed point2. The equation (22) also explains why we need to expand a up to
(∆g)3. This is because the beta functions (20) are O(2), so we expect their contribution to a˜ to be
O(3).
Using (22) and the fact that beta functions have to vanish at the UV fixed point it is clear that the
leading correction term (O(∆g) in (21)) vanishes and the we are left with
a˜IR = a˜UV+
1
2
∆gi∆g jχkj∂iβk|g
UV
+
1
6
∆gi∆g j∆gkχil∂ j∂kβl|g
UV
+
1
6
∆gi∆g j∆gk∂kχil∂ jβl|g
UV
+O(∆g4) . (23)
Note that the term proportional to ∂χ is O(4), hence by using (20) we get
a˜IR = a˜UV +
1
2
∆gi∗∆g j∗χi jθ(i) +
1
3
∆gi∗∆g j∗∆gk∗χilcljk + O(4) . (24)
Now applying the fixed point condition βi(∆g∗) = 0 we get
a˜IR = a˜UV +
1
6
∆gi∗∆g j∗χi jθ(i) + O(4) , (25)
where we see that the OPE coefficients cljk dropped out at this order, so that the final result (25)
only depends on the critical exponents.
Let us explore the RG flow close to UV fixed point (see Figure 1). In between the nearby fixed
points, the renormalized trajectory can be described by a line joining the fixed points. In known
cases (E.g. [5]), this line is parallel to the direction corresponding to relevant eigenvector as
indicated in Figure 1. If this is the case ∆g is an eigenvector of the UV stability matrix ∂iβk|g
UV
and
we clearly have
∆g∗i∆g∗ jχi jθ(i) = θUVrel. (∆g
∗i)2χii , (26)
where θUVrel. ≡ θ(i) is the critical exponent corresponding to the respective relevant direction on
Figure 1. Therefore plugging this back into (25) we deduce
a˜IR = a˜UV +
1
6
θUVrel. (∆g
∗i)2χii + O(∆g3) . (27)
2 This has been observed in all of the known examples. Most notably in perturbation theory close to a Gaussian fixed
point in [37] and for supersymmetric theories in [38]. In two dimensions wi was proven to be exact [39].
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Since θUVrel. corresponds to a relevant direction it has to be negative so together with the positivity
of χi j it implies that to leading order the correction
∆a = ∆a˜ = a˜UV − a˜IR ≈ −16θ
UV
rel. (∆g
∗i)2χii > 0 , (28)
consistently with the a−theorem.
FIG. 1. RG flow close to UV fixed point g
UV
≡ (g1UV, . . . gNUV). The thick black line represents the renormalized
trajectory between two fixed points, which is parallel to the relevant direction (red arrow). Irrelevant
directions correspond to blue arrows.
The above result can be straight-forwardly extended to the case with multiple relevant cou-
plings since we don’t expect irrelevant directions to contribute to (25).
We are now ready to provide the conformal data associated to distinct classes of asymptotically
free or safe quantum field theories.
V. THE SINGLE YUKAWA THEORY
We start with analysing the general model template featuring a simple gauge group and one
Yukawa coupling. In the perturbation theory one can draw general conclusions on the phase
diagram structure. At the 2-1-0 loop level two kinds of fixed points can arise: one in which both
gauge and Yukawa couplings are non-zero (denoted as GY fixed point in the following) and a
Banks-Zaks fixed point, where the gauge coupling is turned on while the Yukawa is zero (denoted
as BZ fixed point). The control parameter  in the Veneziano limit3 is identified such that b0 ∼ Nc,
3 This limit is strictly speaking applicable when considering SU(Nc) gauge theories with matter in the fundamental
representation.
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with Nc the number of colours. These theories have the following general system of β-functions
βg = − g
3
(4pi)2
[
b0 + b1
g2
(4pi)2
+ by
y2
(4pi)2
]
βy =
y
(4pi)2
[
c1y2 + c2g2
] (29)
for which the following fixed points are present g2∗GY(4pi)2 = − b0b1e , y
2∗
GY
(4pi)2
=
c2
c1
b0
b1e
  g2∗BZ(4pi)2 = −b0b1 , y
2∗
BZ
(4pi)2
= 0
 (30)
where b1e = b1
(
1 − byb1
c2
c1
)
. The above -expansion of the fixed point couplings is reliable only up to
O(2), where these higher orders are modified by higher loop corrections. These fixed points can
be physical or not depending on the signs of the various beta function parameters.
We will now calculate the conformal data for this general template to the leading 2-1-0 order . This
corresponds to truncating every quantity to the first non trivial order in the  expansion.
1. scaling exponents
The scaling exponents at each fixed point are determined by diagonalising the rescaled flow matrix
Mi j = 1Nc
∂βi
∂g j
. These read
• BZ fixed point
θ1 = −2
b20
b1
∼ O(2), θ2 = −c2 b0b1 ∼ O() (31)
The corresponding eigendirections are
v1 =
 10
 v2 =
 01
 (32)
And are thus parallel to the gauge-Yukawa coupling axis. Notice how the gauge coupling
runs slower with respect to the Yukawa one, which therefore reaches asymptotic freedom
much faster.
• GY fixed point: In general c1 > 0 and c2 < 0 [40]
θ1 = −2
b20
b1e
∼ O(2) , θ2 = c2 b0b1 ∼ O() (33)
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While the eigendirections are
v1 =

1√
1− c2c1
− b0
c1
√
(1− c2c1 )3
+ O(2)
1√
1− c1c2
− c1b0
c22
√
(1+
c1
c2
)3
+ O(2)
 v2 =

byb0
b1e
√−c1c2 + O(2)
1 +
b2yb20
2c1c2b21e
+ O(3)
 (34)
Notice that as → 0 the flow between the GY fixed point and the Gaussian one becomes a
straight line on the v1 direction, forming an angle αwith the g axis such that tan(α) = − c1c2 . In
this case a solution to the fixed flow equation is present. Moreover, since α ∈ [0, pi/2] we see
that if the GY fixed point is present then such a solution always exists, while the converse
may not be true.
The eigencoupling along the direction of each eigenvector enjoys a power scaling close to
the fixed point as in (14), and the associated operator deformations then become either
relevant or irrelevant depending on the sign of scaling exponents at the fixed point.
2. Determining a, c and the collider bound
For the single gauge-Yukawa system (29) we can use the expressions (9),(12) to determine the
a,c functions at fixed point. Notice that the A coefficient has the expected Nc dependence A ∼ Nc.
However, since the fixed point is known only toO() at two loop level, the A term can be neglected
since it only contributes to O(3). We have
• GY point
a∗ = a˜∗ = afree − 14χggb0
g∗2GY
(4pi)2
= afree − 18χgg θ
GY
1 + O
(
3
)
, (35)
c = cfree +
(
u − v c2
c1
) b0
b1
+ O
(
2
)
(36)
a
c
=
aF
cF
[
1 − 1
cF
(
u − v c2
c1
) b0
b1
+ O(2)
]
(37)
• BZ point
a∗ = a˜∗ = afree − 14χggb0
g∗2BZ
(4pi)2
= afree − 18χgg θ
BZ
1 + O
(
3
)
, (38)
c = cfree + u
b0
b1
 + O
(
2
)
(39)
a
c
=
aF
cF
[
1 − u
cF
b0
b1
+ O(2)
]
. (40)
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It is seen that for both of the above fixed points the two-loop contribution to the a− function is
proportional to the scaling exponent with the highest power in 
∆a = aFP − afree = −18χggθ
FP
g + O
(
3
)
. (41)
The critical exponent in the above equation corresponds to the eigendirection pointing towards the
Gaussian fixed point, which is coherent with our discussion in Section IV B for strongly coupled
fixed points. This implies that for RG flows where one of the fixed points is Gaussian, we find
again that ∆a is proportional to a scaling exponent.
VI. RELATED FREE AND SAFE MODEL TEMPLATES
In the following we will calculate the local quantities for fixed point arising in different Gauge-
Yukawa theories. We’re interested in flows between an interacting fixed point and the Gaussian
one. Depending on which point is the CFTUV these are either free or safe UV complete theories.
We will consider these cases separately and provide examples for each one of them.
A. Asymptotically Free Theories
1. Vector-like SU(N) gauge-fermion theory
Consider an SU(N) gauge theory with vector-like fermions and its N = 1 SYM extension, the
field content is summarized in Table I. The supersymmetric extension of the model can be fitted
into our gauge-Yukawa template introducing the following Yukawa interaction for each chiral
field
L =
(
ψa λA
)  0
√
2g TAab√
2g TAab 0

 ψaλA
 φb + h.c. (42)
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Fields [SU(Nc)] SUL(N f ) SUR(N f )
Aµ Adj 1 1
ψ 1
ψ˜ 1
λ Adj 1 1
φ 1
φ˜ 1
TABLE I. Field content of the vector-like SU(N) gauge theory. The lower table contains the superpartners
of theN = 1 extension.
These theories feature a Banks-Zaks fixed point arising at 2-loop level. The relevant beta
function coefficients are known
bN=00 =
2
3
Nc; bN=01 = −
25
2
N2c + O();  =
11
2 Nc −N f
Nc
> 0 ,
bN=10 = Nc; b
N=1
1 = −6N2c + O();  =
3Nc −N f
Nc
> 0 .
(43)
Results are summarized in Table II.4

Nc g2
(4pi)2 θg a × (4pi)
2
N2c
c × (4pi)2N2c a/c
N = 0 112 −
N f
Nc
4
75
162
225
49
144 − 11360 − 
2
225
288
320 +
19
80
245
468 − 19338112
N = 1 3 − N fNc 6 
2
3
5
16 − 24 − 
2
48
3
8 − 24 56 − 54
TABLE II. results forN = 0, 1 gauge theories
Additionally we have the expressions for global quantities
∆aN=0 =
N2c
(4pi)2
1
255
2 + O(3); (45)
∆aN=1 =
N2c
(4pi)2
1
48
2 + O(3); (46)
The N = 0 agrees with the original result of [37]. We see at leading order the a−theorem doesn’t
provide any strong limits on  so one might expect the higher orders will be more restrictive.
However the recent O(4) evaluation of ∆aN=0 in [42] reveals that to this order all the subleading
coefficients remain to be positive providing no further perturbative bounds on .
4 The SUSY results of Table II are readily confirmed by using the exact SUSY formulas [41]
c =
1
32
1
(4pi)2
[
4d(G) + d(ri)
(
9(R − 1)3 − 5(R − 1)
)]
a =
3
32
1
(4pi)2
[
2d(G) + d(ri)
(
3(R − 1)3 − (R − 1)
)] (44)
with R = 23 − 9 being the perturbative R-charge of squark field at the fixed point.
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2. Complete asymptotically free vector-like gauge theories with charged scalars
Consider the scalar-gauge theory analyzed in [43] with matter content presented in Table III.
Such model can be seen as the extension of the vector-like SU(N) gauge theory as well as the result
of SUSY breaking of theN = 1 version with a scalar remnant.
Fields [SU(Nc)] SUL(N f ) SUR(N f ) U(Ns)
ψ 1 1
ψ˜ 1 1
φ 1 1
TABLE III. Field content of the model in [43] .
This model has no Yukawa couplings as they are forbidden by gauge invariance. The scalar
field features a self-interaction in the form of the usual single and double trace potentials
L = −v Tr[φ†φ]2 − u Tr[(φ†φ)2] (47)
It has been shown that this model features complete asymptotic freedom when an infrared fixed
point is present. We analyze the flow between such point, when it exists, and the free UV one.
At 2-1-1 loop level the fixed point splits into two denoted as FP1, FP2 due to the presence of the
scalar self-couplings and both of these are featuring a flow to the Gaussian fixed point. In Figure 2
we plot the perturbative central charges of these fixed points for different vector-like flavours and
colours. We focus on the minimal case realizing such fixed point, with number of complex scalars
Ns = 2. Notice that the central charges are evaluated at the two-loop level, so no distinction is
present between FP1 and FP2 [20]. We observe that the most sensitive quantity, as function of
the number of flavours, is a/c, which fails to satisfy the lower bound a/c > 1/3 for sufficiently
low number of flavours. ∆a is, however, always small and positive and spans several order of
magnitude.
In Table IV we calculate positions of the fixed points and their critical exponents for the model in
the large-Nc,N f limit of the model, where the central charges are identical to the ones on the first
line of Table II.
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FIG. 2. a-function (upper left), c-function (upper right), collider bound a/c (lower left) and ∆a (lower right)
between the IR fixed point and the Gaussian.
Nc g∗2
(4pi)2 u
∗N f /(4pi)2 v∗N2f /(4pi)
2 θ(i)
FP1 475 − 121300 (9 − 4
√
6) 11150 (3 −
√
6) 16225
2 ,−
√
2
3
8
25 ,−
√
2
3
8
25
FP2 475 − 121300 (9 + 4
√
6) 11150 (3 +
√
6) 16225
2 ,
√
2
3
8
25 ,
√
2
3
8
25
TABLE IV. Fixed points position and critical exponents in the Veneziano limit for the couplings of the theory.
3. Complete asymptotically free chiral gauge-Yukawa theories
A further generalization of the previous models is obtained by adding chiral and vector-like
fermions in higher dimensional representation of the gauge group. In particular we consider the
models in [44, 45], namely the generalized Georgi-Glashow [46] and Bars-Yankielowicz models
[47] with the content of Table V , which are by construction gauge anomaly free. We will work
in the large Nc limit tuning the constant x = p/Nc, so that these two theories are described by
the same set of β-functions. At two-loop level this theory resembles the template discussed in
Section V where both BZ and GY fixed points are present.
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Fields [SU(Nc)] SU(Nc ∓ 4 + p) SU(p)
ψ 1
ψ˜ 1
A/S / 1 1
TABLE V. Field content of the Georgi-Glashow / Bars-Yankielowicz models.
• BZ fixed point.
This type of fixed point arises for 32 < x <
9
2 where at the lower limit it becomes nonpertur-
bative and at the upper one it merges with the Gaussian fixed point. We will thus expand
around the perturbative edge of the x-window (also known as conformal window in the
literature), namely write x = 92 −  and arrive at the following fixed point
Ncg2BZ
(4pi)2
=
2
39
 + O(2) , Ncy
2
BZ
(4pi)2
= 0. (48)
At this fixed point we have the following set of eigendirection and critical exponents
θ1 =
8
117
2 + O(3) θ2 = − 413 + O(
2)
v1 =
 10
 v2 =
 11261 − 12121352
 (49)
as well as the central charges values
a =
N2c
(4pi)2
(
289
720
− 7
120
− 7
2
4680
)
+ O(3)
c =
N2c
(4pi)2
( 91
160
+
1193
6240
)
+ O(2)
a/c =
578
819
− 987670
2906631
+ O(2)
∆a = aFREE − aBZ = N
2
c
(4pi)2
2
234
+ O(3)
(50)
• GY fixed point.
This is present for 38 (3 +
√
61) < x < 92 and it behaves similarly to the BZ fixed point close
to the upper and lower limits of the x window. Working close to the upper edge of the
conformal window x = 92 −  we obtain
Ncg2GY
(4pi)2
=
16
15
 + O(2) , Ncy
2
BZ
(4pi)2
=
8
15
 + O(2) (51)
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at which we have the following set of eigendirection and critical exponents
θ1 =
64
45
2 + O(3) θ2 = 325  + O(
2)
v1 =

√
4
5 − 775√5√
1
5 +
14
45
√
5
 v2 =
 − 445 1 − 96825 2
 (52)
The central charges are now
a =
N2c
(4pi)2
(
289
720
− 7
120
− 31
2
360
)
+ O
(
3
)
c =
N2c
(4pi)2
( 91
160
+
761
120
)
+ O(2)
a/c =
579
819
− 1782364
223587
+ O(2)
∆a = aFREE − aGY = N
2
c
(4pi)2
42
45
+ O(3)
(53)
One can notice that a flow between the two non trivial fixed points is present, in which the
BZ fixed point can be viewed as the UV completion of the GY one. This is supported by the
positivity of ∆a between these two points
∆a = aBZ − aGY = N
2
c
(4pi)2
112
130
. (54)
B. Safe models
The discovery of asymptotic safety in four dimensions [5] has triggered much interest. It is
therefore timely to investigate the associated conformal data.
1. SU(N) with N f fundamental flavours and (gauged) scalars
We start with the original theory that we will refer to, in the following, as LS theory [5] that
features the following field content
[SU(Nc)] SU(N f )L SU(N f )R
ψ 1
ψ˜ 1
φ 1
TABLE VI. Field content of the LS model.
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and the Lagrangian
LY = yψφψ˜ + h.c.
LS = −uTr[(φ†φ)2] − v(Tr[φ†φ])2
(55)
As before at 2-1-0 order we will only focus on Yukawa coupling, keeping Nc,N f large. This time
we will consider 0 <
N f− 112 Nc
Nc =  1, slightly above the asymptotic freedom bound. Such theory
possesses an UV fixed point [5]. In the Veneziano limit the coefficients of (29) read
b0 = − 23Nc; b1 = −
(25
2
− 13
3

)
N2c ; by =
121
4
N2c + O();
c1 = 132 Nc + O(); c2 = −3Nc . (56)
Therefore we have b1e = 1913 N
2
c , which leads to the following UV fixed point [5](
Ncg∗2
(4pi)2
=
26
57
,
Ncy∗2
(4pi)2
=
12
57

)
. (57)
The critical exponents yield
θ1 = −2
b20
b1e
= −104
171
2; θ2 = 2c2
b0
b1e
=
52
19
; (58)
corresponding to the eigendirections
v1 =

√
13
19√
6
19
 ; v1 =
 01
 . (59)
The a function at this fixed point is given by
aLS = afree − 14
χgg
(4pi)4
b0g∗2 = afree +
13N2c
342
1
(4pi)2
2 =
1
(4pi)2
N2c
120
(
61 + 11 +
2982
57
)
. (60)
Next we will proceed to calculate cLS
cLS = cfree +
31N2c
68
1
(4pi)2
 =
N2c
(4pi)2
1
120
(211
2
+
2
17
+ O(2)
)
. (61)
Note we would need to know the O(g4, y4) contribution to c, in order to determine the O(2)
correction of the a/c quantity that to order  reads:
aLS
cLS
=
122
211
+
78426
756857
+ O(2) . (62)
Notice that the collider bound is well satisfied as long as  . 1. Using the general result obtained
in Section A 1 it is possible to obtain the 3-loop expression for ∆a between the UV safe fixed point
and the Gaussian one in the IR:
∆a =
N2c
(4pi)2
[
13
342
2 +
(
65201 − 11132√23
246924
)
3
]
+ O(4) . (63)
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Even at finite Nc and N f asymptotic safety abides the local and global constraints as long as the 
parameter is controllably small.
Recently, this model has been extended [11] to accommodate a gauged Higgs-like scalar (in
fundamental representation) and 2N f singlet fermions Ni,N′i as summarized in Table VII.
Fields [SU(Nc)] SU(N f )L SU(N f )R
ψ 1
ψ˜ 1
φ 1
H 1 1
N 1 1
N′ 1 1
TABLE VII. Field content of the model of [11] .
This theory has some extra Yukawa and scalar couplings
LY = yψφψ˜ + y′NH†N′ + y˜Hψ˜N + y˜′H†ψN′ + h.c.
LS = −λS1Tr[φ†φ]2 − λS2Tr[(φ†φ)2] − λH(H†H)2 − λHS(H†H)Tr[φ†φ]
(64)
Note that beta functions of these 3 new Yukawa couplings decouple in the Veneziano limit. The
fixed point found in [11] appears at y
′∗ = y˜′∗ = 0 and Nc y˜
∗2
(4pi)2 =

26 . Since at the 2-1-0 level βg,y doesn’t
depend on y˜, the model enjoys the LS critical exponents (58) with the third one being
θ3 =
∂
∂y˜
βy˜|g∗,y∗,y˜∗ = 613 , (65)
which corresponds to an extra irrelevant direction in the coupling space.
Clearly the a−function of this model is identical to the LS one since both models have the same b0
(c.f. (11)). Similarly the c− function of this model is identical to the LS one. This is due to the fact
that the extra contribution of y˜ in (12) is proportional to Tr(Ty˜T∗y˜) ∝ NcN f which is suppressed in
the Veneziano limit compared to the g, y contribution proportional to Tr(TyT∗y) ∝ NcN2f so we can
neglect it.
2. Complete asymptotically safe chiral models
The UV dynamics of Georgi-Glashow (GG) models that include also singlet as well as charged
scalar fields was investigated in [45].
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Fields [SU(Nc)] SU(Nc ∓ 4 + p) SU(p)
ψ 1
ψ˜ 1
A 1 1
M 1
H 1 1
TABLE VIII. Field content of the Georgi-Glashow models extended with singlet and charged scalars.
The field content is summarized in Table VIII and the interactions between chiral fermions and
scalars are described via the following Lagrangian terms
LH = yH fa ψ¯aA H + h.c.
LM = yM[δab − fa fb] ψ¯aMbcψc + y1 fa fb ψ¯aMbcψc + h.c.
(66)
Where fa is a vector in flavour space. The Higgs-like scalar breaks the flavour symmetry with the
Yukawa term yH. In the following we choose to have just one flavour interacting with the H field,
so fa = δa,1. The distinction between yM, y1 is convenient as loop corrections will differentiate
between the flavour interacting with H with the others.
It is possible to show that the Bars-Yankielowicz (BY)5 version of the theory cannot lead to complete
asymptotic safety for any Nc. Within the GG, the fully interacting FP of this theory at 2-1-0 loop
level is fully IR attractive in the large Nc limit. However there are some candidates of finite Nc
theories for which complete asymptotic safety can potentially emerge. We now determine the
conformal data for the three candidate fixed points found in the original work, these are shown
in Table IX.
We find that all these UV fixed points, at least in some of the couplings, are clearly outside the
perturbative regime given that a/c and ∆a constraints are not respected.
5 The difference w.r.t. to the Georgi-Glashow theories is that the Weyl fermion transforming according to the two-index
antisymmetric tensor under the gauge group is replaced by a symmetric one.
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Nc = 5, p = 26 Nc = 6, p = 30 Nc = 8, p = 39
α∗g 1.41 0.0325 0.0481
α∗H 6.12 0.151 0.241
α∗M 0.652 0.0155 0.0233
α∗1 0.312 0.00652 0.00801
θUV -0.0428 -0.00585 -0.00602
a× (4pi)2 -1311 14.7 21.6
c × (4pi)2 710 47.5 126
a/c -1.84 0.296 0.171
∆a -1321 -0.537 -4.27
TABLE IX. couplings, critical exponents and central charges for fixed points that can realize complete
asymptotic safety (CAS) .
C. Flows between interacting fixed points
Here we would like to consider models possessing interacting fixed points in both IR and UV.
In the following we will investigate the a−theorem constraints to further characterise such flows.
1. BZ-GY flow in the completely asymptotically free regime
Let us now turn to a class of theories with
b0 > 0, b1 < 0, b1e < 0. (67)
The main features of these models were discussed in Section V. We also refer the reader to [40]
for a more detailed discussion. A concrete example can be realized by coupling the LS model (c.f.
Section VI B 1) to some additional fermions in the adjoint representation. Clearly, if the conditions
(67) are satisfied, both GY and BZ fixed points (c.f. (30)) can coexist. Furthermore if c2 < 0, the
BZ fixed point acquires a relevant direction corresponding to the Yukawa coupling (see (31)). It is
therefore reasonable to expect, that there’s an RG flow between BZ and GY points. Indeed, using
(16) we find that for a generic gauge theory with group G (recall that χgg = 12
1
4pi2 d(G)) we have
∆a = aBZ − aGY = −18d(G)
b20
b21
by
c2
c1(
1 − byb1
c2
c1
) , (68)
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which is positive since b1e < 0 implies
by
c2
c1
< b1 < 0 . (69)
More concretely we can take an extension of the model described in Section VI B 1 with an extra
gluino-like adjoint fermion (see Table X).
Fields [SU(Nc)] SU(N f )L SU(N f )R
ψ 1
ψ˜ 1
φ 1
λ Adj 1 1
TABLE X. Field content of the LS model with an additional adjoint Weyl fermion.
The relevant beta function coefficients in the Veneziano limit read
b0 = 23Nc; b1 = −
27
2
N2c ; by =
81
4
;  =
9
2 Nc −N f
Nc
> 0;
c1 = 112 Nc + O(); c2 = −3Nc . (70)
For this model b1e = −2711 N2c and hence it satisfies the complete asymptotic safety criterion with
two fixed points
Ncg2GY
(4pi)2
=
22
81
 + O(2), Ncg
2
BZ
(4pi)2
=
4
81
 + O(2) (71)
The flow between these two fixed point (where BZ plays the role of UV fixed point) satisfies the
a−theorem (68)
∆a =
1
(4pi2)
2N2c
54
, (72)
which is positive as expected from the above discussion.
2. Large N f safety with the Higgs:
Recently an interesting class of large N f models with strongly-coupled UV fixed point has been
discussed in the literature [10, 12, 13]. These models extend previous work [16, 48] by including
the Higgs and therefore provide a realistic framework for asymptotically safe extensions of the
standard model. Further insights on the nature and consistence of these fixed points were inves-
tigated in [15].
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Here we consider a model with large N f vector-like fermions and a Higgs-like scalar transform-
ing according to the fundamental representation of SU(Nc). The field content of this theory is
summarized in the following table.
Fields [SU(Nc)] SU(N f )L SU(N f )R
ψ 1
ψ˜ 1
φ 1
H 1 1
TABLE XI. Field content of the model.
Expanding to leading order in 1N f , the gauge beta function of this theory has a zero at
A∗ =
N f g∗2
(4pi)2
= 3 + (. . . )e−
N f
Nc . (73)
The presence of the Higgs self-coupling λH does not disturb this fixed point at this order in 1N f [10]
(up to exponentially suppressed contributions). At one loop the gauge coupling appears without
powers of N f in the quartic beta function, which is therefore under perturbative control. To make
the calculation more manageable we can also take the intermediate large Nc limit provided [15]
1
10
>
Nc
N f
 1
N f
. (74)
Thus given we keep NcN f small enough, this regime is attainable. To keep track of
1
N f
in the scalar
sector we introduce the coupling uH =
λHN f
(4pi)2 with the following beta function (close to the above
UV fixed point A→ A∗)
βuH =
1
N f
4Ncu2H − 6NcuHA∗ + 34NcA∗2 + O
 1N2f , 1Nc

 . (75)
Thus we see that this beta function remains small if we keep N f large enough. Neglecting the
subleading contributions we have
βuH =
4Nc
N f
(uH − u+)(uH − u−) , (76)
where
u± =
(
3 ± √6
) A∗
4N f
. (77)
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This allows for two fixed points with stable Higgs potential since u± > 0. Furthermore, u− is fully
UV-attractive since the corresponding critical exponent satisfies 6
θu− =
∂
∂uH
βuH |u− = −4 NcN f (u+ − u−) = −2
√
6
Nc
N f
A∗ = −6√6 Nc
N f
< 0 . (78)
By deforming the scalar coupling away from the fixed point δuH = (uH − u−) > 0 and keeping the
gauge coupling fixed, we expect the theory to flow to a new (also strongly coupled) IR fixed point
at uH = u+. We are now ready to compute ∆a for this flow using (28) and the leading large N f
behaviour of the metric χ
χuHuH =
1
24
(
Nc
N f
)2 1
(4pi)2
+ O
 1N3f
 . (79)
Plugging the quantities (77), (78), (79) directly into (28) we obtain the final result
∆a = −1
6
χuHuHθu−(u+ − u−)2 + O
 1N4f
 = 1(4pi)2
(
Nc
N f
)3 9√6
16
+ O
 1N4f
 . (80)
Note that the smallness of ∆a is controlled by NcN f , which is kept small.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We provided explicit expressions for the central charges and critical exponents in perturbation
theory for a generic weakly coupled gauge-Yukawa theory. The conformal data are naturally
divided into local quantities characterising a specific CFT and global data which are defined over
the entire RG flow in between two CFTs belonging to the same underlying QFT. The local quantities
are critical exponents, central charges and the ratio a/c of two central charges. The variation of the
central a-charge over the RG group defines the globally defined quantity. We characterised via their
conformal data a wide class of fundamental (i.e. either free or safe) nonsupersymmetric quantum
field theories dynamically developing CFTs at the end points of their perturbative RG flows.
These theories are both vector and chiral like and constitute the backbone of phenomenologically
interesting fundamental extensions of the Standard Model. Additionally our results can also be
used as independent tests of the perturbative control over the possible existence of CFTs. We
noted that the positivity of a and the conformal collider bound (13) are the most sensitive criteria.
In contrast the positivity of the c charge doesn’t provide strong constraints (similar observation
was made in the supersymmetric case in [49]). Interestingly we show that at leading orders in
6 Note that the critical exponent corresponding to gauge coupling is always negative irrespectively of the presence of
scalar.
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perturbation theory the global variation of the a charge is proportional to the critical exponent
related to the relevant direction. This means that to this order one has one less independent
conformal data. Moreover, we extended this result beyond the cases in which the specific CFTs
are achieved perturbatively by making use of conformal perturbation theory provided the two
CFTs are nearby in coupling space. Using 1/N f resummation techniques we also constructed an
explicit example in which a strongly coupled safe CFT emerges that can be investigated using
conformal pertrubation theory for which we can determine ∆a. Interestingly this theory features
an Higgs-like state and constitutes the template on which novel asymptotically safe Standard
Models extensions have been constructed [10, 12, 13, 15].
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Appendix A: Perturbative a-theorem
The matrix element on the vacuum state of the trace of the energy–momentum tensor for the
metric γµν for a general QFT in d = 4 reads〈
Tµµ
〉
= c W2(γµν) − a E4(γµν) + . . . , (A1)
where a and c are real coefficients, E4(γµν) the Euler density and W(γµν) the Weyl tensor. The dots
represent contributions coming from operators that can be constructed out of the fields defining
the theory. Their contribution is proportional to the β functions of their couplings. The coefficient
a is the one used in Cardy’s conjecture, and for a free field theory it is [50]
afree =
1
90(8pi)2
(
nφ +
11
2
nψ + 62nv
)
, (A2)
where nψ, nψ and nv are respectively the number of real scalars, Weyl fermions and gauge bosons.
The change of a along the RG flow is directly related to the underlying dynamics of the theory
via the β functions. This can be shown by exploiting the abelian nature of the trace anomaly
which leads to the Weyl consistency conditions in much the same manner as the well known
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Wess-Zumino consistency conditions [51]. Following the work of Jack and Osborn [22, 37], rather
than using a one uses the function a˜ related to it by
a˜ = a + wiβi , (A3)
where wi is a one–form which depends on the couplings of the theory. The Weyl consistency
conditions imply for a˜
∂ia˜ = −χi jβ j + (∂iw j − ∂ jwi)β j , (A4)
where χi j can be viewed as a metric in the space of couplings gi. The positivity of the metric χ is
established in perturbation theory, and therefore in this regime the function a˜ is monotonic along
the RG flow
µ
da˜
dµ
= βi∂ia˜ = −χi jβiβ j ≤ 0 . (A5)
The irreversibility of the RG flow has been conjectured to be valid beyond perturbation theory at
least in d = 4.
For a generic gauge-Yukawa theory, the function wi turns out to be an exact one-form at the
lowest orders in perturbation theory [37], so that the terms involving derivatives of wi cancel out,
and we will use in the following the simplified consistency condition
∂a˜
∂gi
= −βi , βi ≡ χi jβ j. (A6)
χi j can be seen as a metric in the space of couplings, used in this case to raise and lower latin-indices.
The fact that all β functions can be derived from the same quantity a˜ has profound implications.
The flow generated by the modified β functions βi is a gradient flow, implying in particular
∂β j
∂gi
=
∂βi
∂g j
, (A7)
which gives relations between the β functions of different couplings. In the case of coupling-
independent and diagonal metric, this relation reduces to
χii∂ jβ
i = χ j j∂iβ
j , (A8)
where no summation on i, j is present.
These consistency conditions, known as Weyl consistency conditions can be used as a check of a
known computation. In principle they can also be used to determine some unknown coefficients
at a higher loop order in perturbation theory.
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1. a˜ beyond two loops
Is it possible to go beyond the two-loop calculation for the a function previously introduced.
For simplicity we consider a theory with one gauge group, one Yukawa interaction and two
couplings in the scalar potential. In this case we can express our result in terms of αi = g2i /(4pi)
2
to get a more compact notation. We will consider the scalar to be charged under the gauge group,
generalizing the result in [20].
The theory is described by the general β-function system
βαg/(−2α2g) = b0 + b1αg + byαy + b3α2g + b4αgαy + b5α2y + b6αλ1 + b7αλ1αg + b8α2λ1 (A9)
+ b9αλ2 + b10αλ2αg + b11α2λ2 + b12αλ1αλ2 , (A10)
βαy/(2αy) = c1αy + c2αg + c3αgαy + c4α
2
g + c5α
2
y + c6αyαλ1 + c7α
2
λ1 + c8αλ1αg (A11)
+ c9αyαλ2 + c10α
2
λ2
+ c11αλ2αg + c12αλ1αλ2 , (A12)
βαλ1 = d1α
2
λ1 + d2αλ1αy + d3α
2
y + d4α
2
g + d5αgαλ1 + d6α
2
λ2
+ d7αyαλ2
+d8αgαλ2 + d9αλ1αλ2 . (A13)
βαλ2 = e1α
2
λ2
+ e2αλ2αy + e3α
2
y + e4α
2
g + e5αgαλ2 + e6α
2
λ1
+ e7αyαλ1
+e8αgαλ1 + e9αλ1αλ2 . (A14)
The Zamolodchidov metric is then generalized to
χ =

χgg
α2g
(
1 + Aαg + B1α2g + byαgαy + B5αgαλ1 + B6αgαλ2
)
B0 E0 F0
B0
χyy
αy
(
1 + B3αy + B4αg
)
0 0
E0 0 χλ1λ1 F1
F0 0 F1 χλ2λ2

.
(A15)
The coefficient χgg enters at the one-loop order, A and χyy at two loops, while χλλ and the Bi’s
appear only at three loops. New non zero mixing terms are introduced in accordance with the
definition of χ as a function of the 2-point function of stress-energy tensor. Similarly, the one-form
W reads
Wg =
1
αg
(
D0 + D1αg + C1α2g + C2αgαy + C5αgαλ1 + C6αgαλ2
)
,
Wy = D2 + C3αy + C4αg , (A16)
Wλ1 = D3αλ1 + D4αg + D5αλ2 .
Wλ2 = E3αλ2 + E4αg + E5αλ1 .
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The general structure of χ confirms that it is sufficient for all our purposes to consider the Yukawa
β function (A12) to two-loop order and the quartic one (A13),(A14) to one-loop only.
The a˜ function is then derived up to three loop order
a˜(αi) = − 13 χgg
[
4b0 αg + α22(b1 − 3 A by) + 2A b1α3g +
(
b4 + 3Aby
)
α2gαy + 4b5 αgα
2
y +
c1
c2
(
4b5 − b4 c1c2
)
α3y − 1αg βαg
]
+
1
3
χyy
[
1
3
c1α2y +
2
3
c2αgαy −
(
2
(c1
c2
)
c3 +
1
2
(c1
c2
)2
(Ac2 − 2c4)
)
α3y − 2c3α2yαg − 2c4αyα2g + βαy
]
+
1
3
χλ1λ1αλ1βαλ1 +
1
3
χλ2λ2αλ2βαλ2 +
βαg
α2g
f
(
α3i
)
−
β2αy
4αy
B0 − C2 + C4
c2
+
1
3
(D5 − E5 + F1)αλ2βαλ1 −
1
3
(D5 − E5 − F1)αλ1βαλ2
where we defined
f
(
α3i
)
=
2
3
E0α2gαλ1 +
2
3
F0α2gαλ2 + χgg
(
B1
3
α3g +
by
2
α2gαy −
by
6
(c1
c2
)2
α3y +
B5
3
α2gαλ1 +
B6
3
α2gαλ2
)
+
B0 + C2 − C4
3
(c1
c2
)2
α3y
(A17)
the a-function coincides with this expression evaluated at a fixed point. As expected, all off
diagonal terms in the metric and coefficients of the unphysical quantity W drop at fixed point.
Additionally all the dependence on scalar dynamics drops at a fixed point; every scalar beta
function coefficient can be rearranged to form a beta function term using the Weyl consistency
conditions. This is not accidental: it happens also at 2-1-0 level for the Yukawa coefficients, as
shown in the previous section. We can then conjecture that the sector that is evaluated at the
lowest order in perturbation theory does not explicitly contribute to the a-function. Nevertheless,
it will still contribute to the fixed point value of the gauge and Yukawa couplings in this case.
Appendix B: Conformal perturbation theory
In this set-up we will consider a (strongly-)coupled CFT, which is described by the set of nearly
marginal primary operators Oi with small anomalous dimensions (critical exponents) ∆i = 4 +θ(i)
and the corresponding OPE (operator product expansion)
Oi(y)O j(x)
x→y
=
cki j
|x − y|∆i+∆ j−∆k Ok(x) + . . . , (B1)
where dots correspond to operators of higher spin etc. We now proceed to deform the CFT by
adding weakly relevant couplings {λi}
SCFT → SCFT + λi
∫
d4xOi . (B2)
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Assuming small perturbations with |λi|  1 we will have the corresponding beta functions
βi = θ(i)λ
i + pi2
∑
jk
cijkλ
jλk + O(λ3) . (B3)
This reasoning can be reversed to obtain the conformal data from the knowledge of beta functions
close to a fixed point as was done for example in [52, 53]
θ(i) =
∂
∂λi
βi|λi∗ ; cijk =
1
2pi2
∂2
∂λk∂λ j
βi|λi∗ . (B4)
It should be noted that the above relation to compute OPE coefficients is strictly speaking only
valid in the diagonal basis (for a more detailed discussion of this issue see section 2.3 in [52]). For
nearly marginal flows with small θ(i), there is a possibility of Wilson-Fisher-like IR fixed point
with small λi∗.
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